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A Message from the Lord God to My Peoples and Nation of America

On Your 237th Anniversary of Independence - The 4th of July Celebration 2013

The Fourth Message

Beginning of Message

A Message to America …

… for Your 237th Anniversary of Independence:

O America. I AM the Lord your God …

Never forget this My peoples and nation … for I created you in planning and concept,

long before you were founded as a nation and gained independence; long before you were

colonized, long before your discovery by those who came from Europe, long before

mankind was created, and in fact, long before there was even an Earth!

O America, I designed you, created you, nurtured you, provided for you, and protected

you these many years, from before your independence, through even this day and age, as

well.

Nevertheless, these things have I spoken and written to you prior to this day, which

indeed has been revealed unto you; although now, such remains a mystery to the vast

majority of your nation.

However, judgment have I also announced, although it too remains a mystery that is

unknown to most, except for those who have read My revelations, as well as those few
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that know of My words that pertain to the time of this very end of these latter days (as

prophesied in My written word of previous testimonies).

But, on this day and date, and at this time, O America, do I declare unto you, as your

Lord God, that you have BREACHED the final barrier of great sin, iniquity, and

abomination that I had previously set over you.

To use a modernistic American phrase, “you have crossed the line in the sand” that I had

previously marked out for you when you had begun to change in your ways and deviate

from My written word, beginning in the middle of the last century - which have thereby

led to the great sins, iniquities, and abominations you are committing greatest in this day

and age (which are more than all the kingdoms, empires, and nations throughout the

history of mankind upon the Earth) …

… because I hold you accountable the greatest as compared to all the others.

Furthermore, you have “you have crossed the red-line” I had set concerning your sins,

iniquities, and abominations - after which I could no longer hold My peace and not show

My extreme displeasure as to your state of society, culture, and governance throughout

your lands, peoples, organizations, political divisions, governments, and nation (as a

whole).

Therefore, O America, will I, the Lord God, now manifest My presence unto the fullness

of your lands and nation, and amongst your peoples, like no other time before in the

history of mankind upon the Earth.

I will now manifest My presence amongst America through …

… great signs and wonders,

… great and wondrous works,
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… great and incredible miracles,

… great and awesome blessings,

… but also through great and terrible judgments …

… throughout the entire vastness and scope of your nation –

… in unprecedented waves of judgment, including extreme shakings and whirlings

throughout your lands and peoples, in ways only previously imagined!

The scope, frequency, and intensity of My judgment will far surpass that in history

(whether of your own history, or of the history of men and nations from the past unto the

present).

For I will pour out My supernatural power and might upon ALL your lands and peoples

so greatly - that unless you come back unto Me as a peoples and nation; repent for and

cease your sins, iniquities, and abominations; and then for … seek Me first and

exclusively - then America will cease to exist, forevermore!

However, know also that I have made a covenant with America, promising that it will

stand as a peoples, lands, and nation … forever. But this too remains a mystery unknown

to your nation, except to the “One” to whom I have revealed it.

Nevertheless, know, therefore, that you, O America, will never cease to exist!

But also know that I will do whatever it takes, with the full measure of My power, might,

righteousness, holiness, and justice - to bring you back unto Me completely; so as to

honor My covenant with you; to honor My covenant with those I have made individual

covenants with in the past; and more so, to honor My covenant with he who I gave your

complete covenant to, in very recent times.
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For I have indeed given all of the individual covenants, which I made with many of your

peoples over the centuries, and molded them into one, over-all, over-riding, all-

encompassing, all-guiding covenant; and then therefore, did I enhance it, increase it, and

make it eternal – placing it forever into My heart, for all of eternity.

I then gave this covenant to a man I call “America’s Covenant-Holder”; for he is the

“One” who holds the entirety of the covenant for you. Thusly, I have revealed ALL of the

terms of My covenant with America unto him in fullness, so that he knows My love for

America; for which he will then hold Me to task to fulfill, in absolute and intimate detail,

ALL of the terms and conditions of this covenant.

But, while you do have an eternal covenant, O America, it DOES NOT exempt you from

My judgment for breaking that covenant … in any way, shape, fashion, or form.

For you have indeed done so - in ALL ways, shapes, fashions, and forms!

For even though you may not have known you were under covenant with I, your Lord

God, you have indeed been so, from even before the days you were discovered, explored,

colonized, founded, grown, and matured - up until this present day, where you sit as the

head of the nations in all ways, as a superpower amongst superpowers … amongst those

others you perceive also as superpowers, or in some measure or fraction thereof.

I made you this nation, and built you to this greatness and awesomeness, by design,

according to My divine Will, Word, and Desire - all according to My divine intents and

purposes.

So shall you never cease to be such … as I have designed you to be.
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But a mystery shall I reveal, is that although today you are great, and sit as the head of

the nations - I intended you to be even significantly greater than you are today, or at any

other previous time of greatness in your history.

I designed you to overflow into all the Earth with greatness and vastness in ALL respects

of your physical existence, but even more so, in your spiritual existence!

However, never did you achieve this level of superiority, in ALL aspects and facets, over

all the nations, because of your great sins, iniquities, abominations; but more so, because

of your incredible pride, arrogance, and complacency (in all things of yourself that are

not of I, your Lord God).

Therefore, O America, because of these things … will I, the Lord God Almighty,

BREAK YOU and cause you to cease your terrible sins, iniquities, and abominations;

and more so, will I humble you; show you the ways of your arrogance and attitude; and

also wake you up out of your complacency and isolationism (which today, many within

seek, for divisive purposes).

Of your great sins, iniquities, and abominations, there are four that standout amongst the

most severe of the nine you are committing (out of hundreds and hundreds that you have

… are … and will indeed commit in the future - before I cause them to cease).

Such are, as follows:

 First … dividing My peoples and nation of Israel; not providing, protecting, and

supporting them one-hundred percent fully, as if they were one of your own states

(for they are now indeed such, unbeknownst to you, according to My Will, by

declarational edict); and also for letting their enemies come against them in ANY

way (for such is an abomination unto Me). For this, will I bring their enemies AND

your enemies against you … until you bring Israel into your union honorarily, and

then therefore, treat her as your own brethren; such as one of your own states).
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 Second … shedding innocent blood, through abortion, drugs, murder, euthanasia,

complacency, selfishness, humanitarian justifications, societal pressures, or like-kind

(whether preemptively or not, whether prior to conception or not); as well as

insufficiently supporting the aged, the infirmed, the disabled, the wounded, the

veterans, and much more so. These things will I allow to increase greatly AND

expand significantly, until you cease these things! Know this, however, that beyond

your ability to cope with these things, will I indeed allow them to increase, beyond

measure, beyond your comprehension! Have you not already had many of these

things happen, just since your judgment began in the fall of 2012?

 Third … perversions, crimes, iniquities, and all things detestable - which I HATE,

and which you commit in the name of cultural advancement, freedom, equality,

fairness, politicalization, humanity, and such like-kind. These things will I also

increase exponentially until you cease these things. But also know that the more these

things increase, the more and greater the judgments will be. Such is a conundrum, but

this is what I, the Lord God, have determined upon you - not just greatly, but

awesomely! Again, such will be beyond your ability to cope or comprehend.

 Fourth … taking My holy name out of your lands and away from your peoples;

removing them from your governments, institutions, organizations, businesses, and

homes; AND rejecting I, your Lord God, as sovereign and provident over your

peoples, lands, and nation. For when you do these things, I then desire to remove My

provisions and protections of America; and to further, remove My blessings from you

(ALL blessings, both current and ALL that I have given to you in the past). But even

more so, when you take My name from your lands, I desire to take your names from

all your lands, as well.

Remember this, O America, that the peoples and lands you hold and possess are not

yours, but MINE. You hold them for Me “in trust”!

For I, the Lord God, have entrusted all these unto you, for both your benefit and Mine …

yet it is I, your Lord God, who retains ownership - despite having given all of the
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peoples, lands, and nation unto you in an eternal trust, in perpetuity (although this is

indeed conditional - as to the trust-holder).

Therefore, IF you continue to commit your great sins, iniquities, and abominations, I will

remove My trust from you and give it to “One” (and those of his descendants), who will

indeed honor, love, and obey Me - in completeness and totalness … in heart, mind, body,

soul, and spirit … in fullness.

Nevertheless, O America, the time is now at hand in which I am now increasing your

judgments - much, much greater than what you have experienced since I set the time of

the beginning of your JUDGMENT; throughout the many additional dozens of judgments

that are coming; unto the end of your final judgment; after which I will cause you to

come back unto Me, both as a peoples … and as a nation.

Hurricane Sandy was My first judgment; but, I declare that most of those that remain will

be worse, in ways obvious and in ways hidden (for which these will come to fruition at an

unknown time, when you least expect it).

I have set forth the time of this judgment to be for a time, times, and half a time; after

which I shall bring America back unto Me, lest I have to bring forth four sets of extreme,

existential judgments upon you … so as to bring the peoples, lands, and nation back unto

Me (for which now, these four existential judgments are still, as yet, conditional).

Although I have delayed the severe intensity, frequency, and scope of My judgments for

nearly a portion of time, I am now no longer doing this. For these judgments will

increase, until I bring the final judgment - so as to elicit repentance, cessation of sin,

recompense for such, and a promise to reform yourselves unto I, your Lord God. Once

this occurs, I will then restore America, so as to make it into the peoples and nation that I

intended and envisioned it to be.
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Through the judgments, I, the Lord God, shall guide the nation, beginning very soon, in

due time.

And further, I will reveal My covenant with America, and all these other things

mentioned, in greater generality and in specificity - from very soon … to soon, both in

due time.

America …

… I, the Lord God, am now bringing these things unto you. Know that I will conclude

these unconditional judgments on your two hundred and fortieth anniversary; for this

have I determined will be the time in which you will cease to completely govern yourself

without My DAILY oversight. For even before your beginning, did I lead you, and soon

will I do so again (but not just daily, but hourly AND “minute-ly”). This, for now, shall

remain a mystery, but in due time will I reveal its meaning.

Then therefore, O America, I am giving you a list of your judgments, which I am NOW

bringing upon you immediately, beginning on this day, date, and time:

Fire unto ice …

Heat unto cold …

Melting unto freezing …

Drought unto flooding …

Dust unto water …

Smoke unto sand …

Clearness unto cloud …

Brightness unto blackness …

Rain unto dryness …

Sunshine unto storm …
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Clarity unto fogginess …

Satisfaction unto shortage …

Abundance unto famine …

Knowledge unto ignorance …

Wisdom unto foolishness …

Understanding unto disbelief …

Instruction unto deception …

Discernment unto insensitivity …

Skills unto incapability …

Ability unto paralysis …

Governance unto mismanagement …

Lightning unto darkness …

Stagnation unto whirlwinds …

Shaking unto thundering …

Health unto plague …

Purity unto pestilence …

Calmness unto calamity …

Normalness unto chaos …

Success unto defeat …

Favor unto disaster …

Prosperity unto poverty …

Assurance unto worry …

Happiness unto anxiety …

Courage unto fear …

Contentment unto terror …

Like unto dislike …

Love unto hate …

Quiet unto strife …

Harmony unto discontent …

Agreement unto dissension …
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Peace unto war …

Victory unto defeat …

Provision unto want …

Protection unto insecurity …

Providence unto arbitrariness …

Freedom unto confinement …

Bravery unto confusion …

Deterrence … unto … lack thereof!

These things, O America, am I, your Lord God, bringing unto you now, within hours and

days of this being declared unto you - because of your great sins, iniquities and

abominations!

These things, and more, will I bring unto you … My peoples and nation, and everything

else in between - until I have exhausted you, in all ways mentally, physically,

emotionally, and most of all, spiritually!

Then you will come back unto Me in recompense, cessation, repentance, and reform;

after which I will take you back and restore you; building you up to be greater than you

have ever been; even unto double the greatest greatness you have ever experienced.

But, these things must I do, in judgment, to bring you back unto I, your Lord God, lest

you cause yourself to cease to exist. For, unless I do these things, you will indeed cause

your own extinction as a peoples, lands, and nation.
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All these things will I bring upon you, O America, by My divine power and might,

through My divine hands, and through My supernatural judgments. Such do you

appropriately term as “ACTS OF GOD”. But, while your inclination is to call these

things “natural disasters” also, they will indeed be “supernatural disasters!”

Now, in further warning, O America, know that I, the Lord God, absolutely ABHOR

being mocked! For when I am, My inclination is to increase and intensify My judgment,

even unto double, or more.

Therefore, DO NOT mock Me, O America - whether as a nation, as a peoples, as a

people, as a land, as an organization, as a group, as an individual; whether collectively or

individually … in any way, shape, fashion, or form.

For those that do so, I will return unto them their own mocking, but will also bring unto

them judgment, according to their own thoughts, words, deeds, and actions. But also, I

will bring such unto ALL the peoples, lands, and nation, as a whole …

… for, without SEVERE repentance and prayer to counter such, I will immediately, or

shortly thereafter, R-E-A-C-T!

Such term as “SEVERE” is defined as serious, immediate, sincere, heartfelt, and public

repentance, prayer, cessation, and recompense (as necessary and applicable) … in a way

as great, or greater, than the mocking was announced, delivered, and made known.

Do you not know what has been written regarding this?

7 Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for whatever a man sows,

that he will also reap.

8 For he who sows to his flesh will of the flesh reap corruption, but he

who sows to the Spirit will of the Spirit reap everlasting life.

9 And let us not grow weary while doing good, for in due season we

shall reap if we do not lose heart.
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10 Therefore, as we have opportunity, let us do good to all, especially to

those who are of the household of faith.

Galatians 6:7-10

This has been written in Galatians chapter 6, verses 7 through 10.

Do you not know these many Proverbs?

2 He who walks in his uprightness fears the Lord,

But he who is perverse in his ways despises Him.

3 In the mouth of a fool is a rod of pride,

But the lips of the wise will preserve them.

Proverbs 14:2-3

This has been written in Proverbs chapter 14, verses 2 through 3.

6 A scoffer seeks wisdom and does not find it,

But knowledge is easy to him who understands.

7 Go from the presence of a foolish man,

When you do not perceive in him the lips of knowledge.

8 The wisdom of the prudent is to understand his way,

But the folly of fools is deceit.

9 Fools mock at sin,

But among the upright there is favor.

10 The heart knows its own bitterness,

And a stranger does not share its joy.
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11 The house of the wicked will be overthrown,

But the tent of the upright will flourish.

12 There is a way that seems right to a man,

But its end is the way of death.

Proverbs 14:6-12

This has been written in Proverbs chapter 14, verses 6 through 12.

2 Every way of a man is right in his own eyes,

But the Lord weighs the hearts.

3 To do righteousness and justice

Is more acceptable to the Lord than sacrifice.

4 A haughty look, a proud heart,

And the plowing of the wicked are sin.

Proverbs 21:2-4

This has been written in Proverbs chapter 21, verses 2 through 4.

21 He who follows righteousness and mercy

Finds life, righteousness, and honor.

22 A wise man scales the city of the mighty,

And brings down the trusted stronghold.

23 Whoever guards his mouth and tongue

Keeps his soul from troubles.
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24 A proud and haughty man — “Scoffer” is his name;

He acts with arrogant pride.

Proverbs 21:21-24

This has been written in Proverbs chapter 21, verses 21 through 24.

Know this, O America, again, as written:

22 A wise man scales the city of the mighty,

And brings down the trusted stronghold.

Proverbs 21:22

This has been written in Proverbs chapter 21, verse 22.

Thus shall this be prophetic regarding you, O My peoples and nation, for I am very

quickly going to bring this to pass spiritually!

And furthermore, do you not also know these Proverbs?

27 The sacrifice of the wicked is an abomination;

How much more when he brings it with wicked intent!

28 A false witness shall perish,

But the man who hears him will speak endlessly.

29 A wicked man hardens his face,

But as for the upright, he establishes his way.
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30 There is no wisdom or understanding

Or counsel against the Lord.

31 The horse is prepared for the day of battle,

But deliverance is of the Lord.

Proverbs 21:27-31

This has been written in Proverbs chapter 21, verses 27 through 31.

Also, know this, O America, again, as written:

30 There is no wisdom or understanding

Or counsel against the Lord.

Proverbs 21:30

This has been written in Proverbs chapter 21, verse 30.

Never lose sight of this proverb, for it is one of the GREATEST principles,

truisms, and axioms that exist.

And, indeed, this, as written, is not a principle, but a fact.

30 Indeed before the day was, I am He;

And there is no one who can deliver out of My hand;

I work, and who will reverse it?”

Isaiah 43:13

This has been written in Isaiah chapter 43, verse 13.
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Furthermore, know this, O America, again, as written:

31 The horse is prepared for the day of battle,

But deliverance is of the Lord.

Proverbs 21:31

This has been written in Proverbs chapter 21, verse 31.

For I, the Lord God, have prepared the horses for battle.

But, know this O America, as I have prepared them, ONLY I can deliver you - for neither

you, nor any other, can deliver you … in ALL that is to come upon you, in soon time!

Know these things well and live them appropriately, in Godliness!

For those that do not care to know them, and thusly reject them, they reject Me! Then

therefore, I shall deliver unto them even more ungodliness; unto eternal separation from

Me, and ALL things of righteousness and holiness.

O America, I do indeed love you…

… for you are My second-born peoples and nation - hidden in My testimony of Old,

sealed in My testimony of New, and now revealed in My testimony of Eternalness.
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Come back unto Me, O America, and do so now!

When you do, I will lessen the scope, frequency, and intensity of your judgments

significantly.

Do not, and I will not.

But mock Me, and I will increase them significantly, unto double, or more, based upon

the severity and repetition of your mockings!

Judgment is here NOW, and greatly so, O My peoples and nation.

I cannot bear your terrible sins, iniquities, and abominations anymore!

For you have crossed a significant “line in the sand”, and more so, you have crossed the

final “red-line”.

Therefore, a great change is now upon you and will continue dramatically until I cease

My judgments - which will happen only upon your full repentance and cessation of all of

your sins, iniquities, and abominations …

… and furthermore, when you cease your rejection of I, your Lord God.

For, only when you call upon Me as your Lord God, as a complete peoples and nation, in

ALL your lands … AND through the other nations in the entirety of the world - will I

cease My judgments in fullness and totalness (including casting away your conditional,

existential, final judgments).

Then therefore, know this, O America:

If your judgment is at hand … can the rest of the world’s be far behind?
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Indeed it is coming quickly for those individuals who are not “of Me”; but also, for those

who are not of My own few peoples and nations.

For their judgments, coming IMMINENTLY in My “Great and Terrible Day of the

Lord”, will be exponential and astronomical, but more so existential - for soon coming is

a time of great destruction, decimation, and desolation upon the Earth, such as has never

been since mankind has been upon the Earth, no, nor as such, shall ever, ever be!

Come back unto Me, O America!

And express your desire to come back unto Me and I will guide and lead you in actually

doing so.

Nevertheless, do I declare these judgments, and more, until their cessation; and never

will I relent upon them until their fullness is measured and poured out.

Thus says the Lord God Almighty …

…this Thursday, the 27th of June 2013, at 8:00 PM American Eastern Daylight Time …

… at Tampa Bay, Florida, The United States of America …

End of Message

Thus says the Lord Yahweh God Jehovah …

Signed,

… on Thursday, the 27th day of June 2013.
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Sealed,

… by the High Servant of the Most High God of ALL Hosts,

The High Prophet of the Lord Yahweh God Jehovah …

Tampa Bay, Florida, The United States of America.

Completed,

… on America’s Independence Day …

… this Thursday, the 4th of July 2013.

… and …

… on the 9th of Av …

… this Monday, the 15th of July 2013, at Sunset.

Delivered,

… the Day of Revealing of this Message …

… on the first day of Teshuvah …

… this Thursday, the 8th of August 2013.

This message contains the Seal of the Lord God, indicating its finalization.
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Seal of Message Indicating Sealing & Finalization

Completion of Message

Published,

… the Day of Publication of this Message …

… this Sunday, the 3rd of November 2013.

Copyright © 2005 - 2013 Covenantal Ministries - Covenantal, Inc. (All Rights Reserved)
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